MASON'S CUSTODIAL PILOT PROGRAM

Mason Facilities is excited to announce the Custodial Pilot Program launching this fall on the SciTech campus and in Merten Hall on the Fairfax campus.

This pilot program is part of Facilities’ ongoing efforts to establish new service models that enhance Mason’s sustainability, efficiency and service delivery.

The Custodial Pilot Program will impact the following services:

- **Centralized Trash Cans**
  Centralized trash cans in common areas standardize cleaning protocols and resources

- **Focus on High Traffic Areas**
  Common spaces and high traffic areas will be cleaned daily

- **Bi-weekly Private Office Cleaning**
  Offices will be cleaned to the same standard, under a new frequency*

We will begin the transition to centralized trash repositories **October 1, 2023**. Personal trash cans in offices will be removed.

Thank you for your partnership to improve Mason’s sustainability and efficiency -- **together we can make a difference**! As always our mission is to create a safe, healthy, and high-quality, physical environment for all members of the Mason community.

*Note: If office cleaning is needed outside of the new frequency, submit a work order.

**QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PILOT?**

**CONTACT US:**

✉️ [CSC@GMU.EDU](mailto:CSC@GMU.EDU)
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